The ring R is right FPF if each faithful, finitely generated right iΐ-module is a generator of MOD-R. C. Faith has conjectured that a two sided FPF ring has a self-injective classical ring of quotients. We provide a partial answer to Faith's conjecture by studying Ore localizations and cogeneration properties of right FPF rings R of finite right dimension. Many results from the literature on quotient rings of FPF rings are then reproven.
For 1 < / < m, we set E\ = En and note that Ej is not isomorphic to E k for 1 < i' Φ k < m. Let (1.3) {πij\ E-+Eij\\ < i<m, 1 < j < m)
be the set of projections corresponding to the direct sum decomposition in (1.1), i.e. φ /7 π /7 = 1^ and for pairs (/, j), E = E^ θ kerπ Z7 , where kerπ, 7 = ®{E kl \(k, I) φ (ι, j)}.
More common convention follows. The singular submodule of the module M is Z(M) = {x € M\r R (x) is an essential right ideal of R}.
Then Z = Z(R) is the right singular ideal of R. The injective hull of M is denoted E(M), (or E{MR) if we wish to emphasise side). Given an ideal / of R, & R (I), {& r R {I))
, is the set of (right) regular elements modulo /. The classical right (left) ring of quotients of R is denoted Q£(R), {Q quotients of the semi-prime left Goldie ring R/L Our use of the term "classically localizable ideal" differs from some of the literature on Ore localization in that we do not assume an Artin-Rees property of /. Finally, a ring or ideal property not modified by "right" or "left" is meant to hold on both sides. Thus FPF means right and left FPF, ideal means right and left ideal, etc.
Mixed modules and cogeneration.
Throughout this section and in addition to the conventions established in §1, R denotes a right FPF ring of finite right dimension.
The right i?-module M is a generator of minimal dimension in MOD-iϊ if M is a generator of MOD-i? and if given a generator N of MOD-i?, then dim(Λf) < dim(JV). The right i?-module M is called mixed if M is not a singular module, i.e. There is an element x eM such that r R (x) is not an essential right ideal of R.
In our setting, MOD-i? has a generator of minimal dimension since R has finite right dimension. By [FP, Theorem 1.2B] , the basic module of a semi-perfect ring is a generator of minimal dimension. Examples of mixed modules include non-torsion abelian groups, nonsingular modules, and projective modules. If M is a mixed module and if M c N then TV is a mixed module. If M -• N is a surjection and if TV is a mixed module then M is a mixed module. Thus the class of mixed modules is closed under injective hulls and direct sums.
The following technical lemma illustrates how mixed modules are used in the sequel. Proof. For each I < i < m and 1 < j < nι let E\j 2s, be an isomorphism, where the 2?y are defined in (1.1), and let π /7 : E -• £/ 7 be the map defined in (1.3). Because kerπy is not essential in 2s, (Eij Φ 0), π /7 (l) is not a singular element of π/ 7 (2ϊ). Thus 7Γ/ y (2?) ^ <pijπij(R) is a mixed submodule of £;. For fixed / let Gi = Σj<Pijπij(R).
Then G/ is clearly a finitely generated, mixed, uniform submodule of 2s/.
We prove that Proof, (a) Let E t be as in (1.2). By (2.1a), there is a map λ x ?: M -> 2s, such that λj(M) is a mixed module. Note 2s, = 2s(λ, (Af)). Then by (2.1b) and (2.2), there is an index k and a map y*.: G -+ M such that λ,Ύk\Gk is an injection. This injection lifts to an isomorphism of the indecomposable injective modules E k = E t . By (1.2), k = i. Thus, for each \ <i <m there is an injection jι: Gi -> M.
The proof of (a) is complete once we have shown that Σi Viiβi) is direct. The above paragraph forms the basis for an induction. Assume for some value 1 < k < m that we have shown the sum ]C?=i 7/(0?/) is direct.
is a summand of E(Σ!ϊ=i 7i(Gj)) = φ^=i 2£/ and the indecomposable injective module ^+ 1 = E(G k +ι). By the Azumaya-Krull-Schmidt Theorem [St, Corollary V.5 .5] either K = 0 or £(#) = E k + X is isomorphic to E t for some 1 < i < k. Since (1.2) shows £'^+ 1 Φ Eι for each 1 < i < k, K = 0. It follows that the sum Σ^ϊ 7i(Gi) is direct, completing the induction. Hence G = ΣT=\ 7i(Gi) is a submodule of M.
(b) By part (a) and the minimality of dim(Λf), we may assume G is an essential submodule of M. By (2.1a), there are maps y,•: M -> (7/ such that 7i(M) is a mixed module. Since kery; is not essential in M and since G is essential in Λf, 7i{G) is mixed. As in the proof of part (a), the restriction y/|G| : G z -• (7/ is an injection. Hence (7/ Π kerj>/ = 0. Now γ t lifts to a map y/: ^(G) -• -B/, and because G/ Π ker y z = 0, £/ n £(ker y, ) = 0. It is readily seen that £(G) = E t θ jE(kery/), so by the Azumaya-Krull-Schmidt Theorem and (1.2) Ei is not isomorphic to a summand of E (ker y z ). Therefore no £/ appears as a summand of ^(Π/^i ker y/) c Π/=i ^(ker γ{). Another application of the Azumaya-Krull-Schmidt Theorem shows that ^(Π/li kery z ) = 0. But then y: M -• G defined by y(x) = yi (x)θ -®7 m {x) is an injection since kery = f|/=i kery/ = 0. Thus M is similar to G. D Notice (2.3) shows that any generator of minimal dimension in MOD-JR embeds in a finitely generated module. The next lemma collects some properties of generators of minimal dimension in MOD-i?. 
is a generator of minimal dimension in MOD-i? then R is right strongly bounded, i.e. Each nonzero right ideal ofR contains a nonzero ideal ofR.
Proof, (a) Let M be a generator of minimal dimension in MOD-R and let 0 ψ K c M. There is no loss of generality in assuming K is uniform. Then by (2.3b) and the Azumaya-et.al. Theorem [St, Corollary V.5 .5], E{K) = E t for some 1 < i < m. Without loss of generality, we assume
Let π: E{M) -• E\ be the projection with kernel (Bj^Ej, and let From these techniques, we show that R possesses a cogeneration property.
THEOREM 2.6. Let R be a right FPF ring of finite right dimension and let E be the injective hull of R in MOD-i?. Then the finitely generated R'Submodules ofE embed in R.
Proof. Let M be a finitely generated submodule of E. There is no loss of generality in assuming M = M + R. Let π /7 : E -> £* /7 be the projection map of (1.3), and for / = l,...,ra let A/, = πn(M). The proof is broken up into three steps.
Step 1. N = φ^! M? embeds in R. 
) and note that F kp Πkcrp = 0. We then have the direct sum decomposition of injective modules E = F kp 0 ker p = and injections for {i, j) < {k,p) e β, as required by (2.7) and (2.8). This completes the induction on β.
Therefore E = 0^^ and φ^ 7/y(Λ//) C i?. Now for fixed / we have m pairs (/, j) in jff. Thus 0^ y y (Af/) = 0^! Af/ 11 = iV embeds in i?, which completes Step 1.
Step 2. For fixed /, Aί/ 1 ' is similar to φj^ π o (M). Recall that i? c Af, so for 1 < j < Πi π, y(Af) is a finitely generated, mixed, uniform module. Since %ij{M) c E^ = E t and since M t = π/i(AΓ), (2.4b) shows Af/ is similar to π/ 7 (Af) for 1 < j < n z . Thus, Af/ 2 ' is similar to φ n / =ι πij(M) 9 completing Step 2.
Step 3. Λf embeds in R.
Since 0^ π/y = \E (1.3) and by
Step 2 there are embeddings Proof. Say M c YljE = P for some index set /. By (2.6), to each i £ I and projection map π f : 
Proof, (a) R/I is Lambek torsion-free iff R/I embeds in a product of copies of E. By (2.10) R/I is torsionless. Now argue as in [Fa3, Lemma 20.26] . Observe that the argument in (2.12a) can be used to rephrase (2.6) as follows. To each finitely generated submodule M of E, there is an automorphism φ of E such that φ{M) c R. We use this restatement of (2.6) without fanfare in § §3 and 4.
3. Preliminaries for localization. In this section, we investigate the set ^r R (0) of right regular elements of R. These results are prerequisite to our discussion of classical localization in right FPF rings contained in §4.
In addition to the convention and notation established in previous sections, R is a right FPF ring of finite right dimension. Recall that Z denotes the right singular ideal of R. We fix an embedding R-+ E and denote the image of 1 by 1. Then let
where the last equality holds since /(Λ) is the set of maps with essential kernel, [St, Proposition XIV. 1.1] . Further, we set = {φ e Λ|p(l) € β^(0)} = {φ e R γ \kerφ = 0}.
The following facts about the above sets are well known or easily proven. Λ is a semi-perfect ring, [St, Proposition XIV. 1.7] . R\ is a subring of Λ, and Z\ is an ideal of R\. Further, L\ = IR X {\) c Zi, and L\ is an ideal of R\. We consider E as a Λ-H-bimodule, and so as an i?i-jR-bimodule. When possible, we avoid the use of parentheses in the action of Λ on E. As left Λ-modules, E = Λl = A/Lχ. W is a set of units of Λ, so that W c Ψ Rχ (0). 
{Z]), γλ e Z\ C /(A). Because y is a unit of A, λ G /(A), which proves that #> + Z\ is left regular in the semi-simple ring A/J(A). Then as claimed, #> + Z\ is a unit of A/J(A).
Since units lift modulo /(A), $P is a unit of A and hence φ G g 
. (a) R/Z is a semi-prime left Goldie ring. (b)& R (0) = & R (Z). (c) % R {ϋ) is a left Ore set in R.
Proof. Use (3.1a) and (3.1d) to prove (a). By (3.1a), ξ{V) = W R {0) and ξ(Z{) = Z so that (b) and (c) follow from (3.1b) and (3. The next result points out the connection between the regularity condition and the injective property. Burgess [Bu] has shown that if Z = 0 then Q C (R) exists, while [Pal] and [FP] show that a semi-prime right Goldie right FPF ring is left Goldie. We do not know of an example of an FPF ring in which the right singular ideal is not the left singular ideal.
In view of (4.4) it is natural to ask when Z is a classically localizable ideal of R. Observe that the proof of (d) => (a) above is similar to that of [Fa3, Proposition 18 .47] where Faith classifies those rings having semi-local Ore localizations. Other papers considering localization at the singular ideal of an FPF ring include [Ftl, Ft2, Pal, Pa2, Bu] and [Fa4, Theorem 9B] .
Since FPF rings are generalizations of PF and QF rings, it is natural to ask when the associated quotient rings of FPF rings are PF or QF. Right FPF rings with right PF localizations are quite symmetric. We feel (4.7) and (4.8) stand apart from these references due to the constraints we place on the ring R.
With regard to semi-prime right FPF rings of finite right dimension, (3.3a) shows that these rings are left Goldie. It is known that semiprime left Goldie rings have the ace on right annihilators, so a semiprime right FPF ring of finite right dimension is actually left and right Goldie. This agrees with [FP, Corollary 3.IB].
